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-inance code under revision

;rant funds may be created
By Erin A. Hallissy
AS. Treasurer Nancy Mcdden proposed to the A.S. Council
Anesday revisions in Act 21, the
ance code of the council,
The proposed changes were
mutated by McFadden and an ad
committee of the council,
This was the first reading before
council of the proposed

revisions. There must be three
readings before the council can vote
on the changes in the Act.
Along with some minor changes,
there are also major ones, such as
making the A.S. responsible for
informing the student body of fun ding possibilities from the AS.
The most important changes,
according to McFadden, are making

the special allocations committee
responsible for allocatiing less than
$100 to organizations, instead of the
council being responsible for it as it
is now; and establishing a grant
fund for amounts of less than $200 for
projects, services and events that
could potentially benefit all
university students.
McFadden would also like to see
an emergency account instituted to
help groups get money on short

=ullerton: waves of problems
weeping SJSU into trouble

notice, in order to "help the process
that a lot of times hurts student
programs."
In other action, the council
approved a $1,131 request for full
funding of a new cardio-pulmonary
resuscitation program on campus
that will charge a minimal fee of $5
for instruction, and it approved a
$3,422 request for partial funding of
the Asian -American spring festival,
which will take place March 26-30.
The council also voted to support
Michael Nuwer, a student who is
trying to form a coalition of students
to fight budget cuts on campus.

half of SJSU’s total, was the School
of Education, she said.

45 faculty positions to be lost next
fall.

Council also approved without
opposition the recommendation of
Matthew Savoca to the graduate
student seat on council which ,was
resigned last week by Rick Howe.

"Public sector jobs are lackint,,
students are finding that there are
no jobs in teaching so they are
leaving that field."

During a question -and -answer
period she said she is looking into
setting up endowment chairs to raise
money through private donations, as
many private colleges do.

Savoca is working on an M.A. in
linguistics and is the former
president of the Gay Student Union
on campus.

The same is true of administration of justice and library
science, Fullerton said.

"We need to show the public who
we are, so they’ll be proud to give
their money to us," she said.

"Then the second wave, the
line in enrollment, came along,"
?. said.

Curricular planning was further
upset by the crowded conditions of
the private sector fields such as
engineering and business, Fullerton
added. Funding had to be switched
around to meet the new demand.

When asked about SJSU’s
selling points she pointed to the
microbiology, solar energy and
nuclear chemistry programs at
SJSU as unique programs.

The major area of enrollment
line, accounting for more than

Because of the decline in
enrollment, Fullerton expects 40 to

The International Center and
the Model U.N. can also be used to
attract donators she said.

By Patrick McGrec,y
Being hit by one wave, getting
and immediately being knocked
2k down by another, is SJSU
.esident
Gail
Fullerton’s
cription of her first term in ofas she spoke Wednesday to Pi
,ma Alpha, political Science Club
mbers.
The first wave was the loss of
.5 million to $15 million in
orating costs," she said to the 40
7sons in the S.U. Costanoan room.

:x-New College prof’s
enure hearing begins
By Bob Dawson
Opening statements were made
terday in an open grievance
aring where Paul Oler, former
istant professor and lecturer at
.w College, will contend his right
’tenure and reappointment as
istant professor.
Oler served at SJSU, full time
four consecutive years from the
of 1969 through the spring of
3. Under Title V of the California
ucation Code, he contends that
ice entitles him either to tenure
dismissal. Since he continued to
e through 1978, he maintains,
according Title V, that the
iversity is left with only the
ernative of granting tenure.

Next week Oler will begin to
introduce evidence and will begin
calling his 14 witnesses.
The grievance hearing is
presided over by Harry More, administration of justice professor.
Other members of the grievance
corrunitteee, which was selected
from a pool of volunteer faculty
members, are Dr. Allen Tucker,
physics professor, and music Prof.
Patrick Meirotto. Oler, as the
plaintiff, will present his case and
Sasseen will present the universitiy ’s defense.

SJSU soesn’t have the support of
the large alumni that UC-Berkeley
has, Fullerton noted.

Personnel officer Pam Wagner
also announced to the council that no
applications have been received for
the election board for the aping
elections. The deadline is Friday,
Feb. 16, but it may be extended.
Ten students -at -large are
needed for the board.

Turn rags
into riches

’Marriage like horse radish’

Prof delivers ’last lecture’

"Where I did my undergraduate
work, you entered as a freshman
and stayed four years," she said.
"Here, students enter as juniors
after attending a community
college, so they don’t establish ties
with the school. SJSU is a way station to somewhere else for most
students."

By Norman Gotwetter
Giving his "last lecture"
Tuesday, Organization and
Management Prof. Pete Zidnak said
he was honored to be asked, "until I
found they were serious,"
The contrived "last lecture"
was part of a student-faculty talent
show commemorating the SJSU
School of Business’s 50th anniversary, held in the S.U. Loma
Prieta Room.

She believes that SJSU needs the
support of a strong alumni, not only
financially, but also in writing letters to the legislature.
"We need to have people say to
the legislature, ’Hey that’s my
school, leave it alone,’ " Fullerton
said.

Making some observations
about how life has changed, Zidnak
quipped, "We watch our kids leave
home, get married and have
children. But the big difference
today is that they don’t do it in that
order," and, "Marriage is like good
strong horse radish. Men praise it

with tears in their eyes."
Another act had Industrial
Psychology major Bonnie Buell
singing tunes like, "You make me
smile with my heart, you’re my
favorite work of art," to George
Halverson, dean of the School of
Business.
On the guitar, despite a twice
broken G-string, was Prof. Herbert
Oestreich, Human Resource Administration, who performed the
ever popular "Ballad of Dr.
Sigmund Freud" and "Aunt Clara."
The latter one was "more difficult to
play with a broken G-string,"
Oestreich said.
Wrapping up the show, the
Royal Society Jazz Orchestra played
tunes mostly from the 1920s and ’30s

Dr. Robert Sasseen, dean of
culty, introduced the university’s
of
reminders
with
!tense
’ocedures to the grievance cornittee. The grievant must prove he
LS been wronged with respect to a
Ttain right, the university
presentative explained. In order
r him to have a grievance he must
ove that he has that "specific
ght," Sasseen said.
Oler is requesting that the
iversity award him tenure and
at he be re-appointed to a full-time
irkload. He is requesting back -pay
un academic year 1975-76 and
:erest on that amount and he is
questing that all negative coments about him be retracted and
moved from his file.
Participants agreed that the
aring is likely to be lengthy. It will
convened each Thursday at 9
m.

Bill offers
protection
in housing
By Ethan Winston
Discrimination against students
would become illegal under housing
legislation passed by the Assembly
Housing
and
Community
Development Committee Wednesday.

Similar legislation died at the
end of last session after passing both
houses, because of a technicality.
Legislative
advocates
representing
the
California
Association of Realtors and the
California Apartment Owners
Association testified against A.B.
224 during the committee hearings.

In 1973 he was reduced to a
ree-quarter workload. In 1975 his
quest for a full load was denied.
le university policy requires that a
w position must be established in
der to elevate an academic emayee. Oler was told that the exnse to advertise and review all
ndidates was too much. In July
76 he requested tenure and was
formed of his "temporary"
inding, Oler said.

"I contend that I am still a
.obationary employee and I the
liversityl has continually failed to
yard me tenure," Oler said in his
ening statements, during which he
troduced his extensive list of
ievances.

including one 1919 tune called
"Eccentrics."
The anniversary of the School of
Business will continue next Wednesday evening with a banquet in the
S.U. Loma Prieta Room for financial analyst I.ouis Rukeyser.

Assembly Bill 224 was introduced by Majority I.eader
Howard Berman, D-Los Angeles.
His spokesman said a vote on the bill
could be taken on the Assembly floor
as early as Thursday.

The university holds that Oler
s always a temporary employee,
at he was terminated and rehired
,ch of those four years, and that he
as,
therefore,
never a
obationary employee eligible for
nure.

In fall 1978 he said he refused a
If-time appointment because it
isn’t enought to support him. Oler
currently selling life insurance
id investment annuities.

See page 6

A California Department of
Housing
and
Community
Development
representative
testified for the bill, as did advocates
for the CSUC and UC student body
presidents associations.
photo by Dawn’ K other

Putting business to a musical note are some members of the Royal
Society Orchestra. The group was part of the entertainment
featured at a student -faculty talent show, Tuesday. Held in the

S.U. Loma Prieta Room, the event was in honor of SJSU’s School
of Business’ 50th anniversary.

Springtime rains will turn brown gra ss green
By Loretta Stagnitto
April showers may bring May
flowers but March will bring back
green lawns to SJSU.
For thosP who have wondered
why the lawns around campus are
brown, the answer is simple. Most
lawns are Bermuda grass and

become dormant in cold weather,
according to Vern McGlothlen,
supervisor of grounds.
"Bermuda grass goes dormant
around November and comes back
to life in the latter part of March,"
McGlothlen said. "Bermuda grass is
the most prevalent type of grass in

California.
"You can drive any place in
California at this time of year and
see a lot of brown lawns," he said.
The lawns at SJSU are not entirely Bermuda grass. McGlothlen
said other types of grass such as

Manhattan perennial rye are also
used.
"We use a little bit of
everything," he said.
McGlothlen explained some
"tricks" of keeping lawns green all
year.
He said big country clubs will
overseed their golf courses. Over seeding is a process of sprinkling
seeds of grasses that have different
seasonal patterns on the bennuda
grass so that the lawns are green all
year.

The realtors association plans to
lobby assemblymen when the bill
comes up for a floor vote but advocate Jack Shelby said "It’s hard to
do and win."
One reason many landlords do
not want to be forced into taking
students as tenents. said Shelby, is
that some students are "a little more
spirited" than the general renting
population.
The legislation provides for a
minimum $500 judgment against
landlords who are found guilty of
discriminating against students.
Attorney fees could also be
rewarded by the court.

weathccer

Another trick to keeping
California lawns green that is used
by many commercial businesses,
according to McGlothlen, is
spraying brown spots with green
turf paint.
Fortunately, the constant traffic
by
the campus lawns receive
students does not cause the brown
spots.
"Grass is pretty
McGlothlen said.

tolerant,"

Clearing this morning
with a high in the 50s, too low
in the 40s. Forecast by the
SJSU Meteorology Department.
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Editorial

Cop/era headache
Reports this week showing the much used Saxon copj
machine on campus to be "irritating" to at least 13 users,
calls for an in-depth investigation to determine the safety
of the machine.
According to Ron Montgomery, SJSU’s environmental health safety officer, "We have a problem of
people complaining, not a legal health problem."
But some users told the Daily they suffered from
light-headedness, dizziness and nausea when using the
machine. Apparently, these persons are not aware of what
a "legal" health problem is.
Montgomery issued a memo to all administrative
heads last April stressing the importance of having
adequate ventilation where the Saxon is located. Im-
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properly ventilated machines may exceed legal irritant
concentrations, he said.
Obviously, the Saxon is a potential health hazard.
Montgomery should first make on-site inspections ot
all the Saxon copiers to make sure they are located when,
adequate ventilation is provided.
Second, people should not be required to sit or work
near the copier for any prolonged period of time until al
the complaints are checked out, perhaps with medical
checks given to those effected.
Finally, the university and the California State
University and Colleges system, should look again at thqi
wisdom of using a machine which poses such a potential
health hazard. Safety is more important than savings.

Business school celebration
SJSU’s School of Business observes its 50th year in
business this week and next with celebrations involving
past and present faculty and students.
In its founding year of 1928-29, four instructors made
up the entire faculty of the then Department of Cornmerce. In 1930, one student made up the first graduating
class.
Now, 175 instructors are on the School of Business’

teaching staff. About 800 students yearly graduate with
business degrees in such specialties as accounting,
finance, marketing and management.
The School of Business. SJSU’s largest school, has
come a long way from its modest beginnings in 1928.
Congratulations to all those participating in its first half
century.

Communist witchhunts?

Student psyche hurt
letters
’Left’ sorry
Editor:
Ms. Cuffaro’s Feb. 8 article
-left" me feeling sorry for her. Not
because she’s left-handed, but
because she’s allowed herself to be
manipulated.
It’s too bad that some people
don’t feel they are part of this world.
And all because they are lefthanders. Consider the more
distressed human beings on this
planet who are really suffering from
discrimination.
The real minority groups worth

considering are people in
wheelchairs, people who stutter and
people who are legally blind; these
people are discriminated against.
These are the people who are daily
ignored, insulted and sometimes
forbidden. What about their human
rights?
When one begins considering
onesself an oddity among his fellow
people, then one begins believing it.
If you believe you are abnormal,
then you will be in your eyes and
everyone elses. Why label yourself
left-handed? Why allow someone
else to make you feel strange?
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I don’t believe a left-hander’s
perception must be any more acute
than a right-hander’s. You act as
you do because of your personal
frame of reference, not because of,
or in spite of your left-handedness.
The world is full of people who
make fun. Why let them anger you?
You are special because you are
you.
We all must adapt to the minor
differences in other people, but to
believe people are out to get lefthanders is a bit farfetched.
By the way. I’m left-handed and
have no trouble rolling down my car
window. In fact, I think I had it down
pat the first time! was in a car.
Gayle Reed
Advertising junior

Sorority girls
By Carol Magnuson
Oh, to be a sorority girl
It’s the best thing a girl could
be!
You can learn to dress impeccably.
And grin between your teeth.
As a sister in a sorority
You can be anyone you want.
As long as you learn conformity
The world is yours to flaunt!

By Stephen Cohodas
It was scary, a ghoulish deja vu
of the communist withhunts of the
1950s.
Joe McCarthy would have been
proud of how the young American
boys that Friday, Feb. 9, stood
their ground against "the reds," the
Revolutionary Communist Youth
Brigade and defended "America"
behind their Student Union.
But this scene was not a remake
of the witchhunts 25 years ago. Last
week’s targets weren’t labor
organizers, Hollywood celebrities,
radical lawyers or immigrant
workers under attack. This target
was an unknwon.
It was maddening to hear the
horror stories of "communist
atrocities" slung by angry students
against RCYB demonstrators
waving Chairman Mao’s Little Red
Book.
I sensed the students discounted
similar atrocities committed by the
U.S.-backed Nationaliste during the
Chinese revolution.
It was depressing to hear the
RCYB respond to the students by
pointing to the Little Red Book as if
it contained ALL the answers and
watching the brigade bait the police
with cat calls only to provoke an
assault.
I left the Student Union wondering what damage the RCYB had
done to the student psyche’ Had
they turned people off to politically
Left movements like the antinuclear groups?
The best retort to the RCYB, I
found, came from a quotation from
Chairman Mao himself:
"We are opposed to ’Left’
phrase-mongering," he wrote in On
Practice. "They alienate themselves from the current practice of
the majority of the people and from
the realities of the day and show
themselves adventurist in their

action."
We are taught little about
revolutionary situations around the
world and less about revolutionary
organizations in the United States.
To that extent, the cold war is
still being waged on this campus and
we are kept uninformed.
But don’t look to the RCYB for
leadership in that direction. It’s not
in their "programme" and their
history is replete with examples of
undemocratic struggles over
meaningless ideological questions to
anyone besides themselves. Here
are two examples:

Stephen Cohodas is a
Spartan Daily reporter

During the United Farm
Workers national boycott of grapes
and lettuce, the predecessor
organization to the RCYR, the
Revolutionary Student Brigade.
organized a "counter-boycott"
against the UFW following a
Chavez-led decision to deport undocumented Mexican workers
rather than recruit them into the
UFW.
Several other left political
groups dropped their direct support
of the UFW until the decision was
reversed, but none as insidiously as
the RSB.
The RSB’s "counter-boycott"
cost farmworkers needed financial
support from Ohio’s labor unions
which the RSB hit hardest.
RSB "cadre" passed out
"counter-leaflets" at factory gates
systematically intended to disrupt
UFW boycott activities.
The RSB claimed it supported
the farmworkers but opposed its
leadership.
In Ithica, N.Y., members of the
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Indochina Peace Campaign ( IPC
were putting together the firs
museum of the antiwar movement it
the United States.
RSB recruits joined the coalitioi
effort and failing to take over thr
group on the question of "Sovie
social-imperialism" I not exactly r
burning question during the antiwar
movement) withdrew.
Shortly thereafter, the museun
was broken into and the files stolet
or destroyed.
One irrate museum worke
placed the blame solely with th
RSB.
Ask an RCYB "cadre" about
next time you see one. Chances a
they won’t know about it.
Their leadership doesn’t like tr
air their "dirty laundry" for publi.
inspection.
Don’t be misled that the;
represent the Left of "th
vanguard" either.
In the words of Chairman M
,"Phere can be no knowledge a
from practice."

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily welcome:
letters from readers expressin
individual viewpoints.
Letters should be typed, triple
spaced and must include the writer’,
major, class standing, address, tele
phone number and signature.
Only the name, major and clas
standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves thi
right to edit for length, style or libel.
Letters should be submitted a
The Daily Office ( JC 208) between
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or b:
mail to the Forum Page, do th.
Spartan Daily, San Jose Stat.
University, 125 S. Seventh St., Sal
Jose, CA 95112.
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)olice deny
;quelch claims
Jo tag in
ex crime
By Stephen Cohodas
San Jose police ofHats are now denying
ports, which first api.ared in the Spartan Daily
’b. 12, that a campaign
ists to suppress inmation related to sexual
saults in the SJSU
The reports stem from
mments made in an
terview with police (’apt.
anley Horton, sexual
tines unit supervisor.
Horton
said
an
;reement not to cover"
stances of sexual assault
ar the campus had been
,ade between the police
partment and "other
Area media."
Community Relations
fficer Sgt.
Robert
irrows said he hadn’t
ard of an agreement to
,ppress news coverage.

iransit
raveling
;ayes?
(AP) - Americans who
eve their cars home and
ke public transit instead
save fuel - as President
arter suggested - may
id that even if the switch
possible, it isn’t always
’actica 1.
An Associated Press
lotcheck showed that
ises, subways and trains
many major cities
ready operate at or near
.pacity. The AP also
and that while mass
ansit is usually cheaper
an driving, it is almost
ways slower and more
and
is
convenient,
!nerally geared to those
to work a standard nine-five day.
Earlier this week,
irter urged people to use
bile transit, along with
,rpools, to conserve
ergy. And the prospect of
gher gasoline prices
ekes the idea of saving
el even more attractive
many drivers.
But will it work? To
id out, the AP asked staff
embers in about a dozen
its news bureaus who
rmally drive to work to
te the bus or train incad. All except one
anaged to make it to the
lice without unusual
lays; all reported some

Department
of
.ansportation figures
ow that almost 72.7
illion people a day
mmuted to and from
3rk by vehicle - public
id private - in 1978. Of
ose, less than 5 million,
just under 7 percent,
ed public transit. A little
ore than 20 percent rode
carpools. The majority er 70 percent - drove to
irk alone.
"There’s a tremendous
pacity there," said
partment spokesman Ed
Hara, referring to the
tpty seats in private
rs.
Mass transit, however,
.esents
a
trickier
oblem.
"Overall, there is a
nited capacity for public
ansit to handle additional
issengers, with some
.ceptions," said O’Hara.
The exceptions, he
id, include cities which
ready have extensive
ansit systems - Chicago,
iw York and Boston, for
ample. During the 1978
!bruary blizzard, transit
lership in Boston was 39
rcent higher than nor31, O’Hara said, proving
it capacity can be in eased in a pinch. "Of
urse the cars were
eked "he wider,

Pilot program to
help newcomers

He said he couldn’t believe
it.
But one of the
assaulted SJSU women
said police investigator
Peter Graves had instructed her not to speak
with the media shortly
after he read the account of
the assault which occurred
Feb. 7 and appeared in the
Daily.
Horton is now denying
that he said an agreement
existed claiming he was
"misinterpreted." He is
also denying having told
the Daily not to send "any
other reporters from your
paper" to interview the
assaulted women.
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May ease
confusion
By Carla Baker
Do you remember how
confusing
your
first
semester at SJSU was? Do
you remember wishing you
had someone to help you
out?
A pilot program is
being developed to orient 60
high school seniors to the
SJSU campus during the
week of March 26-30.
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No suspect has been
arrested as of this time.

Procrastinators pay penalty
By Mary T. Lee
The last day to add or
drop a class without
penalty is here and, as of
yesterday, the typtcaLly
long
lines
of
procrastinators had not yet
begun to form.
However, Jack Tuthill,
associate director of
records, expects a heavy
turnout today-espoecially
around closing time.
The long lines usually
result in a frustrating
experience not only for the
students, but for the staff of
the Records Office as well.
According to Tuthill,
it’s the same old story
every semester.
"This
office
is
probably one of the busiest
on campus," he said.

When so many students
wait until the last minute to
make program changes, it
puts a tremendous amount
of stress on the staff, he
said.

the Records Office is made
up of a staff of "competent
professionals" and that
many of the mistakes are
made by the students
themselves.

However, Tuthill has
no magic formula to solve
the cyclical problem. He
jokingly suggested that
perhaps if students were
charged a fee to make
program changes, the
problem would alleviate
itself..

"Our job is to bring
more students into the
university," Tuthill said,
"and I’m not forgetting
that that’s who pays my
salary."

"Students know us as
the place that loses their
records and mixes up their
grades," he sighed.
But what they don’t
realize, he added, is that

Problems for the
Records Office are again
increased, Tuthill said, at
the end of the semester
when getting grades out
and advance registration
happen at the same time.
Tuthill, who has held
his position sice 1972, does
not believe that budget cuts

U.S. readies forces
for a massive airlift
TEHRAN, Iran (API The United States readied
helicopters and big jets
yesterday for a massive
airlift of thousands of
Americans from Iran,
where anti -Americanism is
running high and the anti shah revolutionary alliance
is splintering into hostile
factions.
Bloody fighting raged
for the third straight day in
the northwest city of
Tabriz, where hundreds
were reported killed.
Unconfirmed reports said
local
seeking
rebels
autonomy were battling
forces of the provisional
government of Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini.
In Tehran, Marxist
attacked
an
gunmen
apartment building where
they said agents of SAVAK,
the shah’s secret service,
were holding out. These
"urban guerrillas" have
rejected Khomeini’s call to
turn in their arms,
distributed or stolen during
last weekend’s bloody
climax to the year-long
anti -shah campaign.
Some radicals have
denounced the makeup of
the 5-day -old government
as not sufficiently leftist.
As the 78-year -old
man
holy
Moslem
Khomeini struggled to
restore law and order in
Iran, the monarch he
forced out of the country,
Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi, moved from one
guest house in Morocco to
another, a possible sign he
is ready for a long stay
abroad.
"We cannot protect
American lives in Iran,"
said the U.S. Embassy’s
announcement of the
evacuation. "You are
allowed one suitcase per
person. Evacuation planes
will begin flying February
17."
announcement
The
came one day after scores
of guerrillas stormed the
embassy compound and
briefly held 102 Americans
hostage.
The Khomeini camp,
whose fiehters rescued the

Americans, identified the
attackers as communists
and rightists trying to
discredit the new regime.
Some of the guerrillas
described themselves as
communists.
There are believed to
be 7,000 Americans left in
Iran, down from a peak of
about 45,000 one year ago.
U.S. officials hope to
reduce the number to about
2,000 with the evacuation.
Those expected to
remain include skeletal
staffs at the embassy and
at some corporate
headquarters, about 100
American journalists and
many Americans married
to Iranians.
Mehdi
Bazargan,
prime minister of the
Khomeini government,
directed that evacuees be
given safe passage to
Tehran’s Mehrabad International Airport and
sufficient guards for the
movement of 1,000 persons
a day.
Turkey gave permission to the United
States to send five big
helicopters and six C-130
transport planes to an air
base at Incirlik, southern
Turkey, for possible use in
the evacuation. Two other
U.S. transports were
standing by in Athens,
Greece.
But U.S. officials in
Washington said these
would be used only in an
emergency.
The
evacuation will begin
Saturday with at least two
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chartered Pan American
World Airways jetliners
that each can carry about
400 people, State Department spokesman Hodding
Carter said.

Gov. raps
fed budget
SACRAMENTO (API - Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.,
in the first legislative
committee appearance by
a recent governor, said
today a balanced federal
budget would help "change
the chemistry" of the inflation-plagued country.
If a convention were
held to adopt balanced
federal spending, the
country’s attention would
be focused on the issue of
government
spending,
Brown told the Assembly
Ways and Means Committee.
"The balanced budget
is a discipline. It is not the
solution, but it puts the
constraints
on,"
the
Democratic governor said
in reference to a proposal
before committee calling
for a constitutional convention to require Congress
to balance the federal
budget.
"The real issue, as I
see it, is how serious is the
problem n of the growing
national debt and what I
call the fiscal excesses of
the federal government,"
he said.

will have much impact on
his department, other than
possibly of cutting down on
part-time student help. He
doesn’t expect layoffs, but
said that perhaps vacant
positions will remain unfilled.

MacDonnell said he
believed this was an important service because it
would give high school
seniors a better perspective of what college is
like.
"Somebody’s not telling

Charity donators
may get a break
SACRAMENTO I AP) - Taxpayers with modest
incomes who don’t itemize
their deductions could still
deduct charitable contributions under a bill
introduced Wednesday.
Assemblyman Floyd
Mori, D-Pleasanton, said
his measure, AB 545, would
offer a tax break to lowerand middle-income persons
encouraging
while
donations to charity.

much to charity as those
who don’t itemize, Mori
said. He said the bill would
encourage contributions to
voluntary agencies that
have been hurt by
Proposition 13 cutbacks in
government funding.

LAP) -- Gasoline
prices, already expected to
rise by up to 12 cents a
gallon within two years,
may go up faster if other
oil -producing
nations
follow two Persian Gulf
countries in raising crude
oil prices 7 percent.
The
United
Arab
Emirates and Qat-r took
advantage of the shutdown
of Iran’s oil fields by
raising their prices
Thursday. Analysts said
that should have no effect
on gasoline and heating oil
prices in the United States
because the two countries
produce only about 4
percent of the crude oil
used by the non-communist
world.

But
gasoline
and
heating oil could go up a
penny a gallon if other
members
of
the
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries,
particularly Saudi Arabia,
also raise their crude oil
prices, experts added.
OPEC decided in
December to raise oil
prices in stages throughout
1979. The first result was a
gasoline price increase of
about 1 cent a gallon this
month,
bringing
the
average price in the United
States to about 70 cents a
gallon. An additional rise of
1 cent is expected in May
and a half-a -cent each in
August and November.
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1 went to one of those
weekend orientations, and
at the end of the week, I
didn’t know anything more
about college than when it
started," he said,
MacDonell said the
only problem he was
having with the project way
the need for students on the
SJSU campus to act as
guides.
"We really need
volunteers from different
majors to take these kids
around," he said.
Interested students can
call the office of Relations
with Schools Office, for
more information or to
volunteer, before the first
week in March.

Gas prices may rise

Taxpayers who don’t
itemize and take the
standard deduction have a
median income of $11,300 a
year, according to the
Franchise Tax Board, Mori
The bill would let said. They are mostly nontaxpayers
deduct homeowners,
but
he
charitable contributions predicted
many
from their gross income homeowners would stop
before taking a deduction, itemizing
because
either standard or Proposition 13 property tax
itemized. Currently such cuts reduced their property
contributions are deducted tax write-offs.
only during itemizing.
Studies show that
Mori had no estimate
people
who itemize of the cost of the bill in tax
deductions give twice as revenue.

SARATOGA SIX
From the
creator of
"Silver Streak"
and
"Foul Play"

"The program consists
of taking seniors from two
high schools, Piedmont
Hills and Leland, and
giving each student a oneon-one guide of the campus," said Kevin MacDonnell, SJSU student and
coordinator of Operation
Paddle.

these kids what’s going on.
My sister who is a senior
has no conception of what
college is like,’’ Mac Donnell said.
If the trial project
works out, Mac Donnell
said, maybe next year this
can be done for three of
four weeks.
MacDonell,
a
psychology major, is
hoping to receive credits
for this project.
He said he wanted to
prove this type of orientation was better than a
one-day seminar in which
representatives from
various colleges go to the
high schools and merely
talk to the students.
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feature
Banking riches from rags,
clothes hunting pair
may ’pave road to fortune’
By Bob Dawson
Rags to riches is
certainly one of the more
common fairy tale plots.
For former SJSU students
Josie Cadieux and Kathy
Carlascio, the discards of
musty attics may well be
paving their road to fortune.
Cadieux and Carlascio
are the owners of Rags to
Riches, 114 N. Santa Cruz,
Los Gatos, a boutique
which features vintage
clothes from the 1920s, 30s
and 40s. The shop opened in
July and now they are also
supplying clothes to other
boutiques and to a thrift
shop in Stockton owned by
Cadieux’s father.
They’re planning the
opening of another store at
2219 The Alameda, Feb. 21.
"We were selling stuff
before we even got it on the
racks," Cadieux said. "We
didn’t expect so many

people to be so excited
about what we’re doing."
Cadieux and Carlascio
first entered the business
because they have always
liked old clothes, they said.
When Cadieux’s father
offered to sell them some
stock that had accumulated in his thrift
store over many years,
they felt it was natt...al.
"It’s more fun than
anything," Cadieux said.
They agreed the thing
they like best about it is the
"character" that the old
clothes have.

Carlascio added.
She recounted one
unusual experience after a
customer had tried on a
dress "she asked the price
and then showed me the
tag. It was an original
patented dress!"

Josie Cadieux,
left, and Kathy Carlascio
model some of the furs and hats
sold at their store ’Rags to Riches’
that they opened in July in
Los Gatos

Carlascio said they
occasionally have designer
made dresses by such
names as Lilian, Saks and
Joseph Magnin. Often,
Cadieux added, they run
across things that have
never been worn.

To get the very good
selection, they said, they
The workmanship is hand pick all the clothes
outstanding," Cadieux they sell rather than buy
said. The hand work and packaged deals from
the overall quality of dealers. Sometimes they
construction that went into will buy from antique
these clothes is not equaled dealers who have purtoday, she believes.
chased an estate but their
-The reproductions schedule includes regular
don’t
make
it,"
just
buying trips to the major

wholesalers
Angeles.

"Starting the business
was a lot easier than we
thought it would be,"
Cadieux said.
"It takes a lot of time
to do all the paper work but
the biggest problem is not
taking everything (the
merchandise I home with
us," Carlascio laughed.
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Freelance writer finds inspiration world-wide
By Leanne Augusto
At first glance he
doesn’t look as if he has
been around the Pacific in
a 30-foot sloop and hiked
many of the trails in the
Sierra Nevada. But looks
deceive because Hal Roth
has done these things and
more.
Besides this, he is by
profession a freelance
journalist who has written
for such publications as
Colliers,
Sunset
and
National Georgraphic.
Roth was recently at
SJSU to speak to the
photojournalism classes
taught by Jack Fields, an
old friend.
Although freelance
reporting has always been
his profession, he had not
set out to do this. He
graduated from University
of California at Berkeley in
1953 and promptly went
looking for a job.
When he couldn’t find
one, he started doing
freelance reporting. Roth
said that he has written 250-

300 articles for various
publications.
Some advice he gives
to journalists going into
freelance is to specialize in
two dissimilar areas. A
writer can gather information for one story and
use that same information
for many other stories
simply by giving each story
a different slant, he said.
Doing stories in this
fashion he wrote his first
book, "Pathways in the
Sky. He had been doing
travel pieces for Sunset
Magazine and was concentraing on the John Muir
trail. He collected a lot of
information and many
pictures.
After collecting all of
this material he had
nothing to do with it, Roth
recalled. That’s when he
got the idea for the book.
From that experience,
he said, he learned how to
handle material and the
technique he now uses to
write his other books.

Also, he said, everyone
he talks to is out to sell
their product so it’s hard to
be critical.
With
four
book
published, three museum
shows of photographs, two
films, countless articles,
and two extended cruises in
a yacht, this man has dorw
much.

photo by Elbe Harland

Journalist Hal Roth, at right, speaks to students Steven Burke, right, and
Shalhoub Alshalhoub, far left, after he spoke recently to classes at SJSU.

Latino jazz band performs tonight
Former
Santana
member, Coke Escovedo,
will lead his group at a
Valentine concert in Morris
Da ley Auditorium tonight.
Escovedo’s group will
perform
I.atino-jazz,
I.atino-rock, disco and
salsa, a combination of
traditional Afro-Cuban
music from the Carribean.

The 12-piece band
relies heavily on percussion instruments and
also has a horn section.
Ballet del Sol, which
will open the concert a 9
p.m., is a traditional Indian
dance ensemble.
The Sacramento-based
group does all its own
research for the dances,

1

has a contract to do a series
of articles about the testing
of yachts. He called this
very challenging because it
involves a lot of traveling
and meeting a great many
people.

For the last 3 years he
has been working on a
project about his
and his
wife. Margaret’s, experiences sailing around
Cape Horn.

and they wear reproductions
of authentic
costumes.
A spokesman for
Semana Chicana, which is
sponsoring the concert, will
also announce various
activities of SJSU Chicano
groups this semester.

Los

in

The book he wrote
about this cruise, "Two
Against Cape Horn," is an
adventure story. Roth and
his wife sailed through
1,000 miles of channels on
the west side of the Andes
Mountains of Chile.
All of his sailing has
been done in his yacht, the
’Whisper," a 35-foot
Spencer fiberglas sloop.
Roth and his wife currently
have their boat docked in
Annapolis. Md., where they
live on it.
Roth is editing a film
about the trip around Cape
Horn which will premiere
March 25 in Newport

Beach, Calif..
A big hole was left in
the film footage because in
one storm their yacht was
blown ashore and the experience so frightened
their photographer that he
didn’t film any of it.
They had to live ashore
for a while so the yacht
could be repaired.
Roth said that he is still
doing as much traveling as
he always has done. His
books and articles are
published world-wide.
Along with the project
he’s now working on, Roth

When Roth was asked
when he felt he had "made
it," he replied, "I haven’t
really made it. I’ve been
plugging along all these
years."
AlkiktrU

"It’s something we
enjoy doing because other
people get a kick out of it,"
Carlascio said.

Although the cloth
lend themselves nicely
the disco scene, they sai
not all their customers a
young people.
"Creative people we
these clothes. They ha
imagination and are
afraid to express the
selves," Cadieux e
plained.
Carlascio said h
favorite era is the 194
because "I like black a
all the rhinestones."
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Friday
February 1 6

Bradley Bartell
and the Gamblers
Monday -Thursday
February 1 9-22
"Tower Happy Hour"

r
14 le I.o.W. 154-1101

’LATE SHOW"
Fr, Sat

BEST OF THE
2nd N.Y. EROTIC
Flt M FESTIVAL

Jim Sealy
The Tower Saloon
Santa Clara St.
San Jose
295-2430
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Always Free!

RATED X
UNCUT VERSION
Begins 11.30

Admission is $1.
CELEBRATING OUR 39th YEAR

flashback
Eleven years ago today:
A specially conviened
board was looking into
chbrges stemming from an
Oct. 3 ROTC demonstration
in which several students
climbed
a
fence
surrounding the field in
which the cadets were
drilling and displayed a
sign reading "Cadets
Today --Killers
Tomorrow."

ortierg
Four years ago today:
27 toilet seats were
stolen from West Hall and
theives had a sent a ransom for the seats at 25
unmarked
cookies.
Campus security was
sitting on the possibility of
an investigation.
Meanwhile...the Journalism Building’s men’s
room had its toilet stall

doors back after orginally
being removed to combat
homosexual
activities
there.

One year ago today:
At least 30 students
who attended the 1978 AS.
Winter Carnival believed
they were cheated, calling
the trip a "total wreck and
a raw deal."

An initiative drive got
under way to get the voting
age lowered to 18.
classifieds
Daily
carried this ad: "Room439
S. 4th St.,
mate needed,
Apt. 3. $50/mo."
The selective service
ruled out draft deferments
on the basis of graduate
studies in any field except
the medical specialities
provided by law.
Seven Years ago today:
Ad running in the
ComSpartan Daily :
mander Cody and Tower of
Gym.
Men’s
Power in the
$3.50 for general admission.

Happy Birthday
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sports
awsuit may lead to real ’student-athletes’
He never got that specialized work. Instead, he was
moved through school with an emphasis on expediency,
not on academic development.

A pending lawsuit in Los Angeles in which gsjsu
istant basketball coach Hall Dohling is named could
ve far-reaching consequences in the academic
steland known as collegiate athletics.
Seven former Los Angeles State basketball players
ve filed a suit naming Dohling an assistant at LA
e at the time and two other coaches.
Their claim: that the Diablos’ coaching staff was
ponsible for their failure to get adequate educations
ause they were allegedly passed through classes they
not attend and were given loans instead of scholarps as they supposedly had agreed upon.

As a result, when his football days are over, he may
have a rough time making a decent living.
And there’s no reason for it. This man should have
been educated, not processed like a computer punch card.
Only the athlete gets hurt when he’s passed through
college without being academically tested. Certainly the
university isn’t.

If the former players win their cases, it could ingate some changes in the way college i and, for that
iatter, high school) athletes are routinely the academic
stem with little or no concern for the education
velopment of the athlete.

cleat
marks

This suit could, for the first time, force othletic
partments and coaches to assume responsibility for
eir players as people and as students something a lot
coaches, especially football bosses at major college
werhouses, are notorious for not doing.

By Chuck Hildebrand
Daily Sports Editor

Many student-athletes as the NCAA so misleadingly
bs them) are on a college campus for one reason to
rticipate in athletics. And at most universities, their
ademic qualifications are seldom taken into account.

It gets four years of virtually free labor out of the
The main concern is to keep them eligible and the athlete, and then shunts him aside like a used tire with no
ly way to do that with some of them is to enroll them in tread or eligibility) left.
pie, inconsequential courses or to arrange to have
The athlete thinks he’s pulling a fast one on the school
em passed through the more difficult courses in some and the system by getting a free
ride through school.
derhanded manner.
Instead, the athlete who has been worshipped for his
Often, the same process is used to keep the athlete
gible in high school. In Texas, junior high school athletic skill through high sc hool and college finds that
otball players are often kept behind a year in school to nobody will worship him anymore.
ong their eligibility regardless of the effect on their
He’s got to go out and earn a living and he just isn’t
ademic and social development.
equipped to do so.
I know of one former major college football player
o has a learning disability which makes reading and
To a large exteot, it isn’t his fault. It’s the fault of his
mprehension difficult for him.
parents, his junior high, high school and college coaches
The misconception is that this player is stupid. He’s and teachers, his friends and our society in general all of
t. A bit of specialized work and this individual could whom assure him that athletics are the ticket to his future
and can set him up for life.
obably hold his own as a student.

A microscopic percentage of those who pet involved in
athletics early in their lives stay with it past high school,
much less make a career out of it.
To tell an impressionable young man that sports will
provide the answers to all the d donnas in his life is absurd
yet our society does it.
And it’s a rude awakening for a young man when he
has to start coming up with some answers that sports just
can’t provide.
Two of the top high school basketball players on the
Peninsula came to that realization recently when they
were dropped from their basketball teams because of
failing grades.
In fact, it turned out that one had failed every one of
his classes a feat which requires a real effort in high
school and hadn’t even been attending classes.
Apparently he assumed that everything would be
taken care of for him because of his basketball skill.
But it doesn’t work out that way and everybody
involved wound up getting hurt.
If anything comes out of the Los Angeles State case,
maybe the athlete’s future after he leaves sports will be
given more consideration by coaches and administrators.
It’s a change in thinking long overdue.

As you no doubt have deduced, the "Scrutiny on
Sports" feature idea did not provoke a great deal of
response. In fact, it didn’t provoke any.
We may try again later in the semester, but at least at
the moment apathy seems to outdistance interest as far as
the athletic scene here goes.
Unless, of course, the campus newspaper doesn’t
print 30-inch stories on the minor sport you happen to be
involved in each day.

Speaking of minor sports. I appreciate the restraint of
one of our readers in confining his remarks about me to
language that is not "libelous or slanderous." In return I
will try to do the same.
There are a couple of points concerning last Friday’s
column that I would like to clear up.

I never said we would not cover the minor sports. I
merely said that we would cover them as campus interest
in that sport dictated and that we would not act as a public:
relations outlet for athletes interested only in glorifying
themselves.
One letter I received read, in part, "It is your (the
Daily’s) ) responsibility to inform the student body, which
financially supports the Daily...of the upcoming events."
First, the Daily is not supported by the student body
its regular production is 100 percent ad revenue-funded.
Second, we print a schedule each Monday outlining all the
sports events involving campus teams and, when obtainable, we print the results regardles.s of the importance of the event.
We miss a few. There are a lot of sports on campus
and there are only:five of us, myself included. Coaches are
often hard to contact, especially on weekends, and we
have early deadlines.
My writers and myself all carry sizeable academic
loads. I have a part-time job at night and it makes it
tough.
We do the best we can and we’re not perfect.
Our responsibilities as stated in the letter to inform
our readers of the time, place, date and results of all the
meets are real, and we do our best to fulfill them.
But our first responsibility to our readers is to provide
them with what I feel is the most interesting copy.
And if my feelings on that subject don’t coincide with
those of some athletes.., well, sorry.
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partans test injury-plagued Long Beach;
uevara prepares for PCAA stretch drive
By Steve Carp
LONG BEACH -enever you are feeling
for
yourself,
rry
member that there’s
ays someone in worse
pe ttian you.
Your parents have told
u this at one time or
other and you can bet
SU coach Ivan Guevara
telling his basketabll
m just that.
The Spartans’ final
ad contest takes place
re at the Long Beach
a tomorrow night and
you thought the Spartans
ye been in bad shape,
u should see Long Beach
te!
The 49ers were the
cketst team out of th
ocks this season, winning
e straight and ranking
h in the nation going into
nuary.
Then came a road trip
at changed Long Beach’s
ason from cinderella to
saster.
The 49ers
veled to Durham, N.C.
play Duke.

soemhow wound up losing
by one at the buzzer.
The next night, they
got blown out by North

Spartans fall
to UCSB 93-86
SANTA BARBARA- Matt Maderos scored 29
points to lead UC-Santa Barbara to a 93-86 win over
SJSU here Thursday night at Robertson Gym.
Maderos scored 14 of his 29 points in the second
half as the Gauchos kept leads of one to 11 points
throughout the second half.
SJSU was led by Wally Rank, who had 22 points
before fouling out. Mickey Johnson and Sid
Williams added 20 each for the Spartans.
SJSU had trouble staying with the Gauchos as
Maderos and Robbie Robinson shot over, under and
around the Spartan defense.
The Spartans cut the deficit to one point when
they were called for a technical foul for having an
illegal man on the court, as Bob Ferrante was not
acknowledged by the scorekeeper at courtside.
UCSB is now 4-7 in the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association league play. SJSU is 3-8.
For further details see next Wednesday’s Daily.

You remember Duke.
AA finalists, No. 1 team
the country (until it
ited Madison Square
rden for Christmas),
ike Gminski, Gene Banks
d Co.?
Well, the 49ers led by
e points with less than
ne minutes left and

ymnasts
n action
Both SJSU gymnastics
ams are slated fur home
tion this weekend.
The men’s team hosts
s final home meet of the
.ason when it takes on
mg Beach State and
ortland State Saturday
ening in the Men’s Gym.
The triangular meet
as underway at 7:30 p.m.
SJSU’s women’s team,
eanwhile, entertains Cal
oly-Pomona and Chico
ate tonight at 7:30 in the
omen’s Gym,

Carolina State and from
that point, it’s been nothing
but trouble for Tex Winter
and his 49ers.

Long Beach State has PCAA’s
riches-to-rags
lost 11 of its last 14 and is story in 1979. "We’ve
currently renting space in played well lately, but
the cellar of the Pacific we’ve been lacking depth
Coast Athletic Association and that’s hurts us," said
with the Spartnas, UC- Sports
Information
Irvine and UC-Santa director Terry Ross.
Barbara before last night’s
"We played Utah State
action. Long Beach fans real tough, but it’s tough to
thought the 49ers would be win over there and we belw
sharing the lead with Cal it." adds Ross, alluding to
State-Fullerton and Utah the Aggies win over Long
State.
Beach.
Injuries have taken
The Spartans took and
their toll on Long Beach 85-74 pasting at the hands
going
and it’s been rough
of the 49ers at Infor the 49ers. The teams’ dependence High January
two top players, Michael 20 and are looking forward
Wiley and Francois Wise, to tomorrows’s rematch.
were both injured against
"Long Beach is always
Marquette and have just tough at home but we have
recently returned to action. no trouble getting up for
In addition, Donnie them and I think it’ll be
Martin, a guard who was another tough game." said
averaging close to nine coach Ivan Guevara.
points per game, was
The Spartans, who
declared academically played Santa Barbara last
ineligible and left the team. night, come home to face
The 49ers have lost Fresno State on Thursday
four straight and are the and conclude league play

against Pacific in a
regionally-televised game
on the 25th.
SPARTASTUFF: Tomomiw’s
game ran be heard tin KXI1X at ii
p.m. Tickets are available for the
PCAA Tournament in Anaheim Mar.
1-3. Total ticket package for three
days are priced at $18. Tickets can
be platinised at athletic ticket office
ut nwn’s Gym. Michael Mendez still
hold.s top spot in IA’AA in assists
Mends’ is dishing them not at a
belt, than six per-gamic s hp
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beeIi, ’nu $429 en. Ind., an lace and InaF.1
1111.1.1111.1.1,111/11. i11,1 .1/ 11.11111.1q
dn. brat h. add..
lllll rum Isslosak. limbo part., and /mar.
111,nr. n I. a011,11k ,I1

March 23

HELP WANTED
ACCOUNTING
CLERK

Cf altart

Bips,Tsavel

March 31

April ti

Alright! Sounds good! I’ve checked the week I
want to party and enclosed ray 950 deposit.
Name

some accounting
experience
type 45wpm
10-key by touch

Address
thy

State

CORD and DENIM
BELLS
CORD BIG BELLS
NUVO FLARES

CONTACT:
Dixie Gross
734 1600

PP. Western

Airlines

F1)11G
on! IS rot t

Peterbolt Mono, frialMla, lu el 01 Ilie woild’s
heavy-duty trucks, is seeking talenteil.
highly motivated men and women to min us Our repre
sentative will be on campus February 19 rom 8:30 4,10
to talk with you about the en long career opportunities
as adable in.

Engineering
1 our engineering deg titian Einality yOU lilt posotoons in
the design and production of au brake systems. engem,
systems, transmissions and etc, tilt al systems.

Planning
Your KS is, Business Administration with emphasis en
inventory ’materials control, an qualify you Mr positions
on planning sr hericilmg and eyperlding purl hated and
inaticilar toted parts

Special selection $

Management Trainee
With a degree in Humor., Administration. Industrial
Ter horology oil Plmillt non Management. you I an qualify
for a management trainee position whir h will provide
you with a c hallenging and rewarding c steer path tn .1
;studio non environment

7 50
/

POUI Newman

Peter hilt offers ear ellent waiting salaries. a c (impiety
benetots pursuant and a career c hallenge who, h
lulls
utihre your abolity and o.thic atom

the
Pant Farm
(371-8151)

1840 S. BASCOM AVE.
M -F 10-9, SAT.

104,

SUN. 12-5

’

Fexnondo Rey

I or mine information, sign ms at the Plat einent oito e
your un-r ainpus intocrytew February Pt

od’Gsmon

=Zig* Robert Altman
Fronk Sott & Robert
rnon Potrklo

A DIVISIUN ()F MCOM

ii-on

Ave

ail *
4

P.dp.

ii ’.r I

notinseS .

NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND
BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEKS

BR Communications

t USIOTb1/111.

MOVIN’ ON JEANS

Zip

Telephone

Your Road
is Open at
Peterbilt...

9188

April 15

%said,
trAobeet Altman. war* Chsboynd. Pavia() Rirsoorli " Torn %mon

AVOW

.4.40 0.1.4.10

.tion. Oat* In.

flow Raving Fit A Theatre near You
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Where We’re
Coming From
By Amelia A. Ashley
history
Black
acknowledges the many
accomplishments of great
black leaders and freedom
fighters. Black history
acknowledges the great
black poets who contributed extensively to
black awareness. Black
history commemorates
and enhances the struggle
of black America.
"Where We’re Coming
From" is a two-woman act
Charmain
featuring
Crowell and Maria Bryant.
The women appeared
Tuesday night in the S. U.
Ballroom in honor of Black
Awareness Month.
From beginning to end
they gave their audience an
emotion filled, energetic
performance, highlighting
some of the struggles of
black America.
Crowell acted out a
speech by Sojourner Truth,
the black woman who
lectured on freedom and

women rights. Crowell’s
strong voice persuaded and
commanded attention, as
body
her
she
let
movements and facial
add
to
her
expressions
convincing act.
Bryant warned that
James Weldon Johnson is
not dead, as she relived
characters in his poems,
and acted out the poems of
Langston Hughes.
She later urged,"If
you’re feeling sad and blue,
come on and dance with
me." But,"who feels like
dancing when you’re not
free?" she queried her
audience.
The women’s slender
bodies responded naturally
in versatile movements to
complete the effect of their
portrayals.
They sang, swayed,
cried, shouted, and
sometimes leaughed to
show theaudience "Where
We’re Coming From."

Review and
photos by
Amelia Ashley
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sports
Baseball stats

3JSU treks to Reno
Neather questionable
By Dail Wood
The SJSU baseball team is heading to
high country this weekend, en route to
.three-game series with University of
1

Despite projections of less than ideal
ather for the Reno area, the Spartans
11 Wolfpack will try to brave the
’ments and get the scheduled threeset in.
Inc
Coaches Gene Menges of SJSU and
ry McKinnon of UNR decided at the
minute to go ahead with the scheduled
hies in Reno, instead of switching it to
.1 Jose.
Weather problems are nothing new for
Reno nine.
The club has managed only seven days
I
practice on the field, according to
iKinnon.
Each year the Wolfpack faces the
Ospect of playing almost all of its first1f schedule on the road, because of the
lather in Nevada.
This is obviously less than fair to UNR,
it is less than fair to the rest of the
4ms in the league when Reno’s secondschedule is practically a continuous
nestand.
Thus the "play in Reno if at all
>sible" philosophy.
UNR is 1-2 so far in Northern
ifornia Baseball Association play,
zing dropped two-out-of-three to St.
ry’s in its opening series.
Overall, the ’Pack is 3-4.
"Right now, we’re very enthusiastic,"
kinnon said. "We’re off to one of the
t starts we’ve ever had."
Reno is led by catcher John Anderson
t left fielder Bill Enos. Both were
ond team all-league selections a year
Enos led the team in hitting last
son with a .333 average, while Anson hit .303.
At first base for UNR is Bill Wallace, a
hitter a year ago. McKinnon calls
llace one of the best RBI men we’ve
had."
r

The double play combination is Pat
Chaney at second base and Don Biehle at
shortstop.
Chaney hit .286 for the Wolves last
season, while Biehle is a transfer student
from Yuba Junior College.
Returnee Mike Wallace ( .250 last
year holds down the third base slot.
Joining Enos in the Reno outfield is
center fielder Roy Young and right fielder
Mike Ceccarelli.
Ceccarelli hit .304 last year, while
Young checked in at .289.
Wayne Hague, from Merced JC, is the
designated hitter for the Wolves.
The Reno club has a solid group of
hitters, but so far this season is only hitting
for a team average of .252.
The strong point of the early season for
UNR has been the pitching staff.
Gary Ghan, a transfer from San
Joaquin Delta College in Stockton, has
been the mainstay of the staff.
He is scheduled to pitch today’s series
opener. Ghan beat St. Mary’s last weekend
with a three-hit shutout.
Other starters for the Wolfpack are
6’6" left-hander Greg Young, a returnee
who posted a 6-4 record last year; and
Johnny Flores, a transfer from Glendale
JC in Arizona.

"From the people I’ve talked to,"
McKinnon said, "St. Mary’s is supposed to
be one of the top teams in the league, and if
we wouldn’t have made some key
mistakes, we would have won at least two
of those games.
"I think we can play with anybody,"
McKinnon said.
Whether or not Reno can play at all
this weekend will depend on the weather.
The Spartans are expected to go with
their regular pitching rotation of Randy
Raphael, Russ Hayslip and Dave Nobles.

SJSU will be the host of
year’s Northern
fornia Athletic Connce women’s swimg championship meet,
y and tomorrow at the
It.a Clara International
un Center.

The meet offers in(idual competitors a
lime to qualify for the
.ional championships,
ich will be held March
17 in Pittsburgh, Pa.
SJSU coach Connie
y rates Stanford a heavy
orite to take the team
e. Other schools in the
et will be UC Berkeley,
versity of the Pacific,
.sno State and SJSU.
"I expect we will have
id swims," Roy said. "I
it expect that we can
it anyone other than
sno, teamwise."
The Spartans are 4-5 on
season, their most
ent competition having
in a narrow loss to
yward State last
arsday.
Every girl on the
ortan team swam a
ison’s best in the
yward meet, accoridng
-toy.
Eileen Campbell is
31.1’s top hope to land a
it in the nationals.
Campbell swims the
and 200 breastroke, and
ide it to the nationals last
Freshman I .iz Blashill
Lisa Sperling, a but fly stroker, are also

hopeful of making the
nationals, according to
Roy.
The 200 medley relay
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SJSU outfielder Brian Stuckey takes a cut at a Santa Clara pitcher’s offering
The Spartans, 2-4 in Northern California Baseball Association play so far this
season, are in Reno for a series with Nevada -Reno this weekend with Randy
Raphael, Russ Hayslip and Dave Nobles scheduled to do the pitching.
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Pro DJ

Logging, and more How and
where to gel lobs Send 57 to
Alasco. PD Box 7480. Gorda.

automotive

with own

I 5150 student)

JOBS IN ALASKA Summer lobs
High
paying,
S800 02.000
per/mo Nat’l Parks. Fisheries.

14081 267 3156

1976 Pinto Pony

4 speed 2000/offer
good condition Phone 377 68

MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS
FREIGHTERS

4.20
4.77

00
II

1

0
0

0.00

25

7

3

4.00

Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So
America Career Summer! Send
$385 for Into to SEAWORLD.

for sale

Rm student union

and conservation

ac

tivities
CIRCLE OF

LIFE

FELLOWSHIP

Classes in Psychic
ment,
Meditation,

Ride operators. costume c haracters.
lood Services, merchandise Sales,
maintenance immediate part

Bascom on Stokes By Apo? 295
5911

sun,

Hollywood

Accurate

IS

FOR

FASHION

THE
Let

CONDITION
238 44690r 925 6974

By
appt
only.
References.
Sliding scale of fees. Inquire
details colors
Carol
Lynne
Bowman. M.A. 247 2504 5 30
7 00pm most eves. I lam lom
for
Saturdays
Also,
Dress
business
the
never have to

for
You

make a clothes mistake again

PEACE

CORPS

contact

777 3446

During

SJSU

SKI

Patty

help wanted

break
FIVE

DAYS skiing at Park City. Alta
and Snowbird. Transportation,
Lifts, lodging and parties all
included

for $18000 Sign ups
Start Feb 27th at 7 30 awl in the
Almaden Room, Student Union
Also coming up is the Weekend
trip to SQUAW VALLEY. Feb
I/ lath Come tom us for fun and
sun in the mountains

to three units through as IS 180
Class, and work with concerned

IT!

of

the

Highest fidelity at the Lowest
P rices! AE is your consumer
electronics buying service for
nearly

300

brands

components,

of

audio

compacts,

Poe
tables, and accessories for auto.
home, stage. or studio. WE also

has

TV’s

VTR,

linen and maid serv

want

people

about

the writing craft and
enough to try a new
or two. contact Carol

serious

who’re

flexible

call first 293 7374
FREE

to 50 percent DISCOUNTS! 0110
Plus optional 5 year
wryly
extended wrnty All accessories
cost repurchase of
any
syStemt S FREE LPs with each
P urchase! It you’re tired of the
selection at the Sound
the
high
prices
at
works,
Pacific, or the thrown together
small

lunk Systems at Cal. then you
Owe it to yourself to Give Audio
Enterprises a call The number
is 255 5550 ME after 2 pm.
anytime weekends Ask for Ken
Audio Enterpirses Has It.

Wanted Immediately.
Work at home
no experience
necessary excellent pay Write
Lane,

Suite

127.

inn

to

Salary

or

in

Non Smoker

Mt

Flexible

Term papers

t0SCO

Mobile
EXPERIENCE
Disco and Light Shows win!

Exp

Tyist

Experience Required
1749 for Appt
PART

View

252 8050
LEMKE’S Typing Service Student
Rates 7924730
TYPING

thesis, term papers, etc .
experienced and fast Phone 269
8674

trawl
CHARTER FLIGHTS 1979
We
represent all charter operators
LONDON
PARIS

United

PAUL’S

Methodist

The Free Way is
Young Adults
Coming! February flat 7 30

linclding
Laker/
FRANKFURT

DUSSELDORF
new

and

wkndS

WANTED TO BUY Baseball cards.
all years and types, especially
Bowman, Goody, Post. Lea Top
Cad

Peter Field,

629 6939

BRUSSELS MADRID
AN
YUGOSLAVIA
PERU

!SOUTH

COSTA RICA

a

non
en

anything)

Ask

services

TOKYO

AUSTRALIA
SIGNAPORE

HONOLULU
CITY
Plus
Middle

TYPING

to

ACCURACY.

share

2 bdrm
apt
’Arcot:i. Central

East

cards

Masters.

Reports.

Disser

Approved by San JOSe
Graduate
Department IBM Sei 0 South
State

University

San Jose Blossom Valley Area
Janet 727 9575
for

a

Wedding

Photographer? Images by JOhn
solt,
are expressions of love
elegant
everyone!

and
understood
by
For the finest wed

Overseas
iob
placement
U S A. CANADA
and ME X ICO TRAVEL
Hard
to lind Travel books Luggage

Maps
backpacks and other
travel aids
Trip and Travel
Planning
icharter
Company
Travel Spec iatiStSI 444 E Win
blocks from Togo’s) ban

Street

Jose, CA 95112
Fro 96 Sat 103

The 11m9.4 cam, ray elf, bed saki
To sell ag, CS ra474.
I’d gaped Nil doesu7s, so
Wy "2.1- sat I04 So go.

TIME

19,Classillenl
NMI me, pad Imioty
Who orm001 fe 607 Hos re, .04 .1.
LOST
Balboa High School r
1977, JOG initial inside It found

MN Me he roof mei Classified .4,
Mom be tool. my Opel.

all 294 1575

Cupertino

AKER
Nt-ret-19

SEEKING a female companion to
with a nice handicapped

10 00 am to 600 pin ,Sat Sun

man

Contact Arcade Skee

would

Ball/San

Market,/ 12000

Berryessa Rd /: 89 1553 8 305 Oa
erektlev,

Am

hoping

like

a

the
long

woman
term

relationship 1 live near campus
and my phone number
7 lee

is 798

sound
MIRO

Print Your Ad Here:

RATES-?lines
4 lines
S line,%
1. lines

Too

Three

4010

Foe(

add,
hone/

day
$ I 50

days

days

days

days

day

1 00

1 15
2 75

1 40
1 90

2 50
.000

35

3 40

3 50

.15

3 50

3 15
3 75

3 30

4 00

35

50

50

50

5(7

7 00
2 50
300

2 50
3 00

35

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA Ill

a, n addrnoned nne add

OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT EVERY DAY Of THE YEAR
1998-88001

50

doltv,

Mounnon Three I ales One Day
SelneStel tale ,sa nsueso $25 00
I 14,

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

( rassdicarnie
Announcements
Autornotiv,
fru Sale

Help Wanted
lost end f mind

Swvices
travel

Personals

Staten

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114
ooP

flights

International

in

tations

lost and found

One

YORK

Student identify Card issuance
Student
Eurail.
Rand
and
Britrad passes
Youth Hostel

HELP WANTED IMMEDIATELY
per
Need
aggressive

Flea

NEW
student

NEATNESS. and DEADLINES
GUARANTEED
Experienced

Some
Call 287

From

RIO

TAIPEI

personals

svill,public

LIMA.

DejANE IRO
HONG KONG
TEL
AVIV
MANILA

for

mod
location S175,no and Oil 246
7723 eves. leave message. 255
5437

area 255 5341

working

G
MIL

AMERICA/

JAMICA

LVN’S

sone lity dable
to
assume
responsibility Part time tot,.

gateway
SHANNON

Deli Counter Girl NEEDED 49 pm
daily

iArnsterdarWs

ZURICH COPENHAGEN
ENEVA

LOOKING

Sauna,

DISHWASHER We need you to
work from 12 tot 30. M F 33 00,
and lunch
Lord Chancellors
279 0951

Fast accurate.
Selectric II

IBM

reasonable

$a/hr

R.74 ’S

WANTED

prefer

)41 5017 weekends

FEMALE

Hours/Good

Pay Aides/Ord 05 00/hr
16 SO/Hr

I
lot

Brian

961 1314
NURSING

right

keeping. etc Maximum rent i
can pay is 5165 If interested
1,11 749 2850M 7 TB F 310PM

live in

return for child care and II
hsewk
Own
transportation
reg’d

tor

vironment i am responsible and
Will do my share of house

8350 Park
Dallas, TO

Student

areas

smoking

75231
Wanted

room and board

reasonably quiet place to live in
Santa Clara Sunnyvale Cuperl

Service.

ST

I AM A Bio Sii maior looking for a

Addressers

Jose

Tremendous

Publications/Brochures
10 percent discount to Oznents
With
yards
student
ID
For
appointment Call 297 9954

throughout Asia. Africa and the

at

IS

TYPO GRAPHICS. INC
Writing and editing resumes
Medical/Legal typing and Irons

00000

YOU

BIRTHDAY Nappies to KMS tram
your friendly RBR pal Ar Ar

Active and Involved in
Business and Community Eye
and weekends 247 7773

Key
season. In

3613 794 3134

American

Love

Man

10

Operators for tax
terviewing now Tax Corporation
Of America 1060 Minnisota 294

Friday.

student
For
company
and
friendship for older Professional

videostreens

Everything you
and games
need in home entertainment at $

Peter

BabySitter available in
Part time
area
SISU
References. Debbie 292 1140

MOB

prices paid

Schreiber at 277 3235 or 287 2532
for more information
Full time

Wishing you the
BADGE
1744
happiest 01 birthdays Take I
easier today than you did last

fireplace,

courtyard. parking. 332 per wk
share. 355 single 702 S 11th St

We

supervision

NOW,
WHO
KNOWS
ANYHOW Have
a
SPeCCial
BL ES
HAPPY
WEE
one.
BIRTHDAY LOVE T anti T

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room, color TV

Quarterly. You can receive one

professional

WHAT

Ari

Spartan

the

Rtn./Board/Sm.
HAS

AUDIO ENTERPRISES
The Widest selection

S.dpg Sheila 279 9129
MATURE

love you. Willard

Victorian duplex
Completely

everything furnished. $30 per
wk share. $50 wk single 127 N
8th st 279 9504

Do you need a couple of units? If
writing is your thing, we need
YOU at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our

Part time.

CLUB

campus

Unit.

MOTHER OLSON’S
Two Houses across St
from
campus, kitchen, lOciiities, linen
and rna.cl,serv
TV parking

Studies

Spring

1216, 9am 9prn
EXPERT typing and proofreading
Of term papers eI
fast service

Rec cmplx 288 7490

remodeled. E K. stilt in vacuum,
forced air. own utility rrn 1.000
sq ft S300/rno 712 5 2nd, 377
6998

Call 794 4688 eves., or 295 3924

publication

3 bdrm

Upper

’70 TOYOTA Corona Mark II Low
mileage. stereo cassette, $700

style

UTAH.

SJSU

I give you

about 70 colOrS out of a set of 500
together with your personal
style description, in a portfolio

minded

Studious

JERI MICHELLE
Be I Billy 10
Renter Happy Valentines Day. I

8 Like New! 535 00 Call 277 8483
ask for Gene

determine
your most flattering as well as
give you a personalized style
description -These are YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for

Success

my

NURSING
rnaior
needs
Fern
roomate share 2 bdern
apt
Sf525 and 1 7 utirmo Neat.

housing

Thompson Polisher Valve
Covers for Chevy Small Block V

me

the rest of your life

Be

responsible student
Minos. 7 min, from

GOOD
31,250/0ff . ED at

and

Correcting

Kathie Blossom Hill Area 578

PROF

Jose Call Paty 984 1642

SPRING!

sounds

Valentine Fuzzy Puppy

1973 MAZDA R X2 4 speed

reasonable too IBM Selectric
Give me a try. I’m in West San

COLOR

sweet love

surfing

movie to be filmed in Santa Crux
and vicinity Cali
772 7761

Volvo ’70 4 speed good cond. AM,
FM stereo 31.900 or best offer
294 7396 after 7pm

Develop
Aquarian

Room,

3 15
75
xpedition film and other Int0

VILLAGE

Mickey
Fast.

Urnunhurn

years

20

IBM

Term papers, theses.
reports, manuscripts, etc (On
List I
Call
Typist
Graduate
Selectric

TRISH L My heart pounds for your

Protected

Gospel, Prosperity 298 4509
TYPING

GREENPEACE at SJSU’ March 6.

in person

SURFERS WANTED as actors in

Sierra club meeting Tues. 7 30 pm
Guadalupe

Compliment, y
Located off
S

consultation

AMUSEMENT PARK

Box 61035, Sacto ,CA 95860

Outdoor

REMOVED
PERMANENTLY
Renee

BEAR!

fun time

TYPING

experience
HAIR

experience

met Apply NOW
FRONTIER

769 7937
EXPERT

UNWANTED

AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!

lime openings,

High Pay! See

No experience

2520000

Licensed,
Towers
State
Registered E Inc Irologist 17 Yr,

BE A YOGI

S5/13r 2116 3219

CRUISE

Cop Typist Fast, accurate,
reasonable
IBM Selectric II

PROF

CA 93018

equipment and records will spin
the disks at your small party

with

PREEICIR IPTIO49

3.60

2

ding photography. call John at

and lighting effects
available tor all occasions Call

systems

announcements

SKI

50 E. SANTA CLARA

2.23

0

classifieds

HEWLETT hPACKARD

DERNE DRUG CO.

murray

313

PITCHING

Ind.
207. M.W.Th. or F 96

We are an equal opportunity employer
dedicated to affirmative action.

$
4

313

Ganef,.

IS
19

Totals

Gerken,

Sign up for an interview at
Career Planning and Placement
Buildling Q, Room 3, starting Feb. 13th

Avg

SIB

Sever

Valentine

VOLUNTEERS

Last year, Hewlett-Packard
provided over 700 career
opportunities for college
graduates like you. Again
this year, we are offering
hundreds of challenging career
opportunities. Plan to see our
recruiters on February 22nd.

0

1

Pirnentel

RETURNED

We are looking for talented
individuals who are receiving
their degrees in electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering
and computer sciences.

HR

2

IS

Hayden

team of Blashill, Campbell,
Sperling and Karen Kler
has an outside chance to
qualify, Roy said.

Employment
Opportunities
For Seniors

711

21

Rauschnot

Top men out of the bullpen for
McKinnon are Scott Moore and Fred Cook.
The Wolves finished 25-28 overall last
year, with a 17-17 mark in the NCBA. They
finished second to SJSU in the second half
of the season and may be a legitimate
threat to improve upon that this year.

USU hosts Nor-Cal
-onference swimming
hampionship meet
o

AS
B uIcock
nearer,’

Derirtkn
Coml.,

Iwo dvs e,vim Ii. m,iflki ,.."
1.v putOlc1on doff,.

nnl,

14o eIonti On cant -4114d ado

792 1613 Mon
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Wire Tap
Senate votes end
to Tahoe agency
SACRAMENTO ’API - The state Senate embarrassed Gov. Edmund
Brown Jr. in negotiations
with Nevada by voting
Thursday to abolish a
regional agency that
regulates development on
the California side of Lake
Tahoe.
The chief legislative
opponent of the move
called it an "unmitigated
disaster" and predicted it
would weaken California’s
position in negotiations
over
tougher
environmental controls for
the lake.
It obviously does not
task
in
make my
discussions with Nevada
any easier." said Sen. John
fl -Walnut
Garamendi.
Grove.
Thursday’s vote approved an amendment to a
Garamendi bill that would
a
tentative
ratify
between
agreement
California and Nevada
enstrengthening
vironmental controls at the
Sierra Nevada lake.
A vote on the bill was
put off until later, possibly
Friday.
agreement,
The
adopted last year by Brown
and then -Nevada Gov.

Mike O’Callaghan, would
ban most new Tahoe
casinos and weaken the
power of local representatives on the Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency.
The pact appeared to
signal an end to years of
disagreement between the
two states over how to
restructure the TRPA, a
distate board which rules
on development on both
sides of the lake.
But the agreement,
which must be ratified by
California and Nevada
legislators and Congress,
ran into opposition in
prompting
Nevada,
negotiations between the
two legislatures.
The amendment,
adopted 20-17, would
abolish the CTRPA on Jan.
1, 1980, if California approves the Garamendi bill,
SB 82.
Garamendi predicted
the amendment would be
removed or modified in the
Assembly if the Senate
approves his bill.

Libertarian seeks
party’s nomination
SACRAMENTO i
- Ed Clark, who made a
strong showing as
1.iberatarian candidate for
governor of California last
year, announced Thursday
he will seek that party’s
nomination for president.
He said America is in
crisis because Republican
and Democratic policies

have produced such inflation and economic
stagnation that it’s "cause
for revolt" among the poor.
He said he’s for a
constitutional amendment
to require a balanced
federal budget, against
government subsidies to
farmers and for lower
federal taxes. He would
abolish victimless crimes,
oppose any new military
draft and end American
support for "military
feudal
and
dictators
sheiks" around the world.
"In 1980, it is my
conviction that Americans
can and will take a longoverdue step toward
creation of a three-party
system in this country, that
they have had enough, and
will look for a true alternative on election day,"
Clark said at a news
conference.
Clark, 48, a Los
Angeles anti-trust lawyer,
polled nearly 380,000 votes
for governor last year.
for
running
In
president, he said, "one of
the things that comforts me
is the quality of my opposition."
Clark said he hoped to
raise 10 times the $330,000
he had for his campaign for
governor. He said the
Libertarian Party was on
the ballot in 32 states in
1976 and hopes to be on all
50 in 1980. The 1976
presidential candidate was
Roger MacBride.
He said he expects

spartaguide
Anyone interested in
having their group’s or
organization’s picture in
the yearbook, "La Torre,"
should call Peggy Leonard
or Chris Butts at the
Alumni Office. 277-3235 for
an appointment.
behavior
A
modification group that
deals primarily with
changing inappropriate
habits
and
eating
promoting healthy weight
management will be held
on campus this semester. A
sign-up and orientation
meeting will be held at 2
p.m. Wednesday in Health
Building, room 206. Call
Mary Ann Sullivan. 2772222 for more information.
Phi Alpha Theta, honor
history
society
for
students, will meet at 7:30
tonight at the home of Dr.
Thomas Wendel.
Dr.
Wendel will speak on
"Colonial
Music
in
America ;
Harpsichord
Music," discussing the
development of keyboard
instruments and will
perform five musical
selections. Maps to Dr.
Wendel’s home may be
picked up at the history
office in Dudley Moorehead
Hall, room 134. Call Scott
MacArthur, 227-9332 for
more inf mations

Nusantara Club will
hold a general meeting
from 3 until 4:30 p.m.
Saturday at 453 S. Ninth
St., apartment 6. All
members are requested to
attend. (’all any officers for
more infornatior or for any
questions.
Campus Ministry at
SJSU has Sunday evening
worship services at
Campus Christian Center
Chapel, 300 S. 10th St.
Protestant worship is 5
p.m., Episcopal Liturgy at
6:30 p.m. and Catholic
Mass at 8 p.m. Call Bar-

No action against
Stockton reporter
STOCKTON 1AP 1 A
San Joaquin grand jury
apparently will take no
action to force testimony
from a Stockton Record
reporter who was subpoenaed in connection with
stories on problems in
health code enforcement at
local restaurants.
The grand jury has not
officially acknowledged its
decision, but the Record
quoted sources close to the
jury as saying the panel
had decided not to contest
the refusal of reporter
Ricardo Chavira to answer
the subpoena.
Chavira was fully
supported in his decision by
the
newspaper’s
management.
The jury met Wednesday and adjourned
without acting on the
subpoena. The jury plans to
continue its own investigation of the performance of the health

district in inspecting
restaurants and other food
outlets, sources said.
The jury’s decision
averted what was expected
by local court officials to be
a clash between the panel’s
right to subpoena witnesses
and First Amendment
rights of reporters.

National

Business leaders
expect recession
WASHINGTON API
The nation’s economy
probably will sink into a
mild recession this year,
with rising unemployment
and an inflation rate stuck
at a high level through 1980,
a group of the nation’s top
business leaders said
Monday.
Even as the Business
Council
issued
its
economic
pessimistic
forecast, the government
reported that industrial
output increased only 0.1
percent in January, the
smallest amount in a year.
Treasury
And
Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal had additional
bad news for Americans,
saying further increases in
oil and gasoline prices are

Greenpeace, an environmental, educational,
ecological
and
organization, will hold an
open house from 4 p.m.
until 9 p.m. Monday at the
old Moreland Junior High
School, room 11, Saratoga
and Payne avenues. The
open house will explain
about Greenpeace and ask
for assistance. Call
Michael Boyd, 296-0943 or
578-2483 for more information

Economics department will poresent Dr.
Charles Baird at 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday in the S.U.
Umunhum Room. Dr.
Baird will speak on labor
unions, monopoly power
and human rights. A
reception will follow from
2:30 until 3:30 p.m.

N

Career Planning and
Placement will hold a
resume writing class at
2:30 p.m. Wednesday in
Business
Classrooms,
room 15. Learn how to
write effective resumes
and letters that will sell you
to employers. Sign up in
Career Planning building

-wet.

SJSU’s International
Center, 360 S. llth St.,
opens its spring semester
film series at 8 p.m.
Tuesday with "Calcutta".
The film series is open to
the public free of charge.

"I think the price of oil
will go up for all kinds of
reasons and should go up so
that we conserve more,"
Blumenthal said in a
television interview.
In its economic
forecast, the Business
Council did not use the
word
recession
but
referred instead to "a mild
setback" for the economy
that will last over several
quarters of the year.
A recession is commonly defined as a contraction in economic
growth extending at least
two quarters.

The Business Council’s
forecast for overall growth
in the economy during 1979
is for growth of under 1
percent, down sharply
from its own forecast last
September of 2.5 percent
growth. The Carter administration is forecasting
growth of 2.2 percent.
Because the economy
is expecteti to grow at a
rate of near 5 percent in the
first quarter, the entire
rest of the year would have
to show little or no growth
if the council’s forecast is
met. But a council source
said
the economic
slowdown will be mild and
should not be a cause for
concern.
The administration has
been adamant in its

"No one foresees a
deep setback, certainly
nothing like 1974-1975,"
said Clifton C. Garvin, Jr.,
chairman of Exxon Corp.,
referring to the deep
recession earlier in this
decade.

"The prospect of
moderately
decl
activity over the ne.
quarters need no
discouraging if it co
looked upon as
unavoidable result
determined progra
reduce
inflation
achieve moderate g
For the longer term,"
Garvin, a council
chairman, in a repor
quarterly meeting o
council.
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But he said nearly half
of the Business Council’s
economic consultants, who
prepared the forecast,
feared that an economic
slowdown
and
slow
progress in reducing inflation "will induce an
impatient government to
shift to mandatory wage
and price controls."

KING OF HEARTS
This freely crazy beautiful film has Awakened hewn,
a glint and turned the mow, wand upside novo

There is one reason tor this phenomenon
people love the Kinq
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SJSU Concert Choir
will host its ninth annual
Invitational
Choral
Festival tonight in the
concert hall of the Music
building. Chamber session
will be at 2:30 p.m. and
Choir session at 7:30 p.m..
Professor of Music at the
University of Southern
California,
Rodney
Eichenberger will judge
both sessions. For further
information, call 277-2923.

re
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fdrcatisnal Center

predictions that a re
can be avoided this
although officials
admitted the risk
downturn if inflation
controlled. The eco
grew by nearly 4
last year, a healthy r
growth.

You forgot to pack most of your clothes.
But you re embered the essentials.

Call Lee Miller, 277-8721 for
further information.

Career Planning and
Placement will present
career opportunities with
IBM at 2 p.m. Tuesday in
the S.U. Costanoan Room.
will
Representatives
present a slide show and
talk on career opportunities with IBM for
many majors. Refreshments will be served. Call
Cheryl Allmen, 277-2816 for
more information.

and

both inevitable
necessary.

0

bara Oskoui, 298-0204 for
more information.

SJSU
Folkdancing
Club will meet from 7:30
until 12 tonight in Women’s
Gym. Lessons are from
7:30 until 9 p.m. and open
dancing from 9 until 12
p.m. Teaching is at all
levels. Call Maureen
O’Day, 296-0178 for more
information.
SJSU cheerleaders are
holding workshops for
tryouts from 10 a.m. until
12 p.m. Saturday in
Women’s Gym, room 128.
Tryouts are for male and
female cheerleaders and
pompom girls.
Call
Patricia Luna, 277-3242 or
279-3057 for more information.

opposition for the Libertarian nomination at the
party’s convention in Los
Angeles after Labor Day
this year, but expects the
party to unite behind the
nominee so that no primary
contests will occur.

327-0841
415
2251 YALE STRE11
PALO ALTO. CA
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Engineering & Computer Science Majors

DON’T
GRADUATE
without talking to the
Hughes Recruiter visiting
your campus soon.
Contact your placement office
for interview dates.
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Gwen, new wortcl or. MK Pan.:
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